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A new extremely important chapter called ‘Milk - Increase Profit & Quality’ written and loaded
on 22 April 2014 has not been read by a single one of you. Dairy farmers need it most, so should get
their priorities right and start reading. Farmers who read are doing well.
I mentioned in the 114 Newsletter that all animal farmers should read and apply what was done
on one farm described in ‘Milk - Increase Profit & Quality’.
It shows what future farmers should be doing to satisfy buyers and consumers of our dairy
produce, and how most dairy farmers can increase their annual profit substantially (in the quoted case
by $100,000 in the bad drought season, to March 2014), and improve their farms, and make people
and cows on their farm happier and kinder to each other. There was animal abuse on that dairy farm.
Staff were sacked, but the cause was high manganese, recommended by a consultant and low calcium
levels in pastures making animals ‘mad’. High manganese causes Parkinson’s disease. This shows
why. Beef farmers should read the techniques used, and dairy farmers should read the farming
principles in Beef Profiting.
‘Milk - Increase Profit & Quality’ is in Free Items because it is so important to all of New
Zealand.
The Waikato Times reported that Chinese mothers were concerned about the low iodine in New
Zealand formula milk, so I checked and they were right. I then studied it and have shown how to fix
it in all New Zealand milk. Read how to do so in ‘Milk - Increase Profit & Quality’ right now.
Do your learning (reading GrazingInfo) about modern farming during the day while alert, not at
night after a hard day’s work, so are very tired. Remember that you should get your priorities right. I
can assure you all that successful farmers are ones who read and learn. Increasing profits by
$100,000 a year is being done, while others go broke and some commit suicide - 92 in the last 12
months in New Zealand. Isn’t that disgraceful?
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Some of the last Newsletters, number 114, came back to us marked ‘Undelivered’ which I think
was a hiccup.
If you didn’t get your Newsletter 114, please tell us, so we can learn how bad the problem was.
You can get a copy from the Newsletter Folder called Newsletters, accessed from the grazinginfo.com
> Chapters section.
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I’m stopping now so you can read ‘Milk - Increase Profit & Quality’ in Free Items or in
Dairying, right now. If your cows don’t look like the best two, they can be in just over a year.
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Best wishes,
Vaughan Jones
GrazingInfo Ltd
Home, tired, weak and sore from 25 cm long cut to access intestines held by 55 steel staples.
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